Ktm 990 adventure

Despite the colossal inch front wheel the road-holding is excellent and utterly
confidence-inspiring, with perfect balance. KTMs enjoy a high degree of reliability, born of a
successful background in off-road racing and endurance events. As stock you get ABS and
plastic hand guards only. Read what they have to say and what they like and dislike about the
bike below. Best feature is the riding position which is comfortable and being able to switch off
the ABS. Also, good cornering once you set the suspension up,although the rear shock pumps
up when you thrash the bike,making it even higher when you stop afterwards. Worth
remembering if you are 5 8" or under. The small compartment between the tanks is far and away
the most useful thing on the bike. Bike best at sweeping A roads and windy Broads. Good at off
road, forestry tracks, fields, fording rivers and all that. Brakes are mediocre and need a strong
pull on the lever. Seat is uncomfy so I re upholstered mine with different foam and is now good
for miles before ache sets in. Pillion is good. Fuelling is the worst I have had on any bike I have
owned. I got BSD to sort it. If more reliable, it would be an ok all rounder. Needs more poke for
two up riding with luggage. Engine is Jerky on and off the throttle. Dismal in traffic unless you
get it sorted by proper technician i. Useless under 3k revs,quite vibey. Steady power from 4k up.
Good engine braking. Noisy and rattly though. Good for powering round bends without fear of
sliding. I get around miles to a tank since BSD sorted it. Poor quality bike, with paint cracking
and peeling off after 10,miles, rusting spokes, bolts, exhausts and self tapping screws into
unthreaded plastic. Guaranteed short life span there. Tanks are very difficult to refit after they
have been off, as the fasteners don't want to meet up with the mounting points. Mine has been
unreliable, sometimes not wanting to start, then starting perfectly the next time. Neutral light
comes on when in second gear. The wiring loom is a mess. Fuel pump failed after 8k. Bike ran
so hot due to fuel starvation, you could see through em. The heat off the pipes melted the back
mudguard and possibly damaged the rear shock internals. KTM Spares are extortionate,I get
after market parts where pos and buy 2nd hand parts from ebay. Dealers are rip off merchants.
Do the valves yourself for 60quid, and save Change oil and filter yourself and save labour.
Brake pads are a dodle. Take forks off and take to independent mechanic for fork seals and
head races. The bike is higher maintenance than an old Ducati. Best feature is riding position
and height. Great view of the road. Standard trail attack tyres are fine. Panniers are ace. Massive
mind you, but hold loads and make great seats when camping. Headlight is absolutely rubbish.
After market spots are a must. Ktm style tank bag is also very good. Buying experience: Bought
vey lightly used from a dealer, who was not up front about the bike not having a master key. Be
careful when you buy, especially from dealers. More crooked than private sellers in my
experience. Mine is a model on a plate. I've ridden my KTM solidly for the last 18 months. In that
time, through two winters, the KTM has been the perfect bike for a mixed UK commute in
'mixed' weather. With a touring screen on the KTM has excelled in town with its low centre of
gravity and balance as well as handled the odd mile day with ease. Strong torque on the engine,
great handling, Still excelling. More reviews on the KTM on my blog at journeymanbiker
blogspot. After 10 years of ownership you might like to know about my Adventure. Tried the
,both Adventure and SMT but rubbish fuelling still! Better brakes and stronger motor but go
slow in town -no way do I go back to clutch slipping! Ok main deler serviced by KTM ,expensive
and too frequent job- needs longer intervals, but it's never let me down. Clutch slave unit and
rusty spokes,carb heaters all done under warranty long ago and yes a GEL seat was vital.
Otherwise cannot think of a better bike-the Triumph has similar power but not a patch
suspension wise. Get an HID light if riding at night though -utterly fantastic,makes main beam
redundant. Will stay with me for years yet! I live in NZ and have miles of great roads and tracks
on my back door. I wanted a bike that was better than my Africa Twin and weight was a big part
of the equation. The XRV is about kgs the kgs. Also the weight is lower down on the and you
notice this when picking the bike up and in the twisties. Off road the bike is very much above
average, probably the best handling big adv bike out there. The has great handling and on a
bumpy minor road you can do more than just keep up with a sports bike. The WP suspension
works very well and the Scorpion rubber is very grippy in the dry and wet. Its just so easy to
scrub them all the way to the edge. The motor is vee-tastic and well suited to this sort of bike,
there is plenty of usable power all the way to the redline. The throttle action is bad, worse than
my SP1 in fact, but fine when motoring but bad a low speeds. Did i mention that its
bbbbaaaad!!!!. The brakes are not the best out there but are very good at what they do and have
good feel ABS should be turned off when riding tracks if you want to stop. For a big adv bike
the brakes are above average you just cant compare them to a sports bike. The bike is comfy
and comfy two up. The pillion has a seperate pearch which stops them sliding down the seat.
The wind protection is average with the standard screen. With bad buffeting at around ish kph if
you are tallish and wearing an ADV helmet with a peak, regardless of make.. All that goes if you
wear a normal helmet but the touring screen is the way to go for longer rides. This bike has for

me beaten my XRV stupid the only area that i have my reservations is long term reliability cos
its a Honda and the KTM ain't. But the was the only bike that could part me from the XRV the
BMW's do it differently again and were not my cup of tea maybe when i hit Great bike overall the
throttle can be made much better with a power commander and a G2 Throttle. Everything else is
just fine will be keeping this one for a while. Having spent the last 14 years riding GSX-R's I took
a out for a test ride, not really knowing what to expect. An hour later I came back with a huge
grin on my face and a week after that I was the proud owner of an orange courtesy of the
brilliant and highly recommended guys at Sideways motorcycles. The engine sounds suberb
thanks to a pair of Akropovics and the bike pulls like a train in any gear and will happily keep up
with the sports bike boys. The WP suspension is fantastic and gives a smooth ride yet still
provides plenty of feel, the handling is agile and accurate. The riding position gives great all
round visibility and the bike excels on motorways, twisties, touring and in town whether solo or
two-up. So if you're looking for a bike that'll do anything you want, that puts a grin on your face
everytime you ride it, that goes like a train and makes the GS-boys stare with envy look no
further. One word of advice though, don't go for a test ride unless you're prepared to buy!! Very
comfy bike, especially for tall people like me. The engine is superb, and it handles quite well off
road too. A very fun bike to ride. I well recomend a test ride on one if you haven't already. Loads
of twisties, coast roads, mountain passes, inland routes - KTM soaked them up. Suspension
was so smooth, engine just burbles along, accelerates when asked, cornering so fun even with
knobbly tires and luggage, easy to pick up when dropped once. Had it a year, model bought
from Premier in Didcot. The only problem was the clutch slave cylinder failing about 40 miles
from didcot! Its been fine every since, other than the back brake needing bleeding every 2
months no leaks? Round town fuel is poor at about 35mpg. Fitted a Scottoiler and never adjust
the chain between yearly service, should be fitted at birth!! Quality is the best, I ride all year and
it gets all the salt etc, only the spokes and nipples let the side down, why people put up with
seized brakes every year on brand new bikes is beyond me, vote with your feet and maybe the
Japs will get this good. I would have bought one years ago but reliability stories scared me,
things seem much better but clealrly some people still get duds. Its different, rare and a talking
piece, have fun!! I bought my trusty Hopper about two and a half years ago. I went out on a test
ride and that was it. I liked the unique styling, it still gets admiring looks wherever you park it.
The ride is fantastic, the suspension is as adjustable as you need. Once you push the start
button, the big V twin booms into life. I have fitted Skorpion end cans and as well as helping the
beast breathe, it sounds mighty fine too. Remove the baffles and it really is wild. Sitting high up
you get a great view of the road ahead, and potential hazards that lay ahead too. It is very good
on long runs, easy to ride for hours at a time, touring is a total pleasure. It is also a mighty fine
performer through the twisties too. Many a time I have 'embarrased' riders on large capacity
sports bikes. The quality of the beast is excellent too. I have never had any issues with it at all.
OK the rear brake isnt the sharpest in the world, but heck, its mainly used for balance anyhow.
The lights are good at night, offering good wide spread of light, The mini fairing keeps a good
bit of wind off too. The punchy motor is like a swss time-piece, it never misses a tick, and
repsonds immediately with a turn of the throttle. It is a motorcycle that every time you ride, you
cannot help but smile, It offers everything. Comfort, Speed, Power, Presence, Reliability, It holds
its value better than any other motorcycle I have ever owned, and it still turns heads! For
touring I have added the Ventura luggage rack. Ideal for long trips, ok not for around the globe
type, but they are available if you wanna go n show what Charlie n Ewan missed out on! So my
reccomendation is to find a good KTM dealer Premiers in Didcot are ace book a test ride and
take your wallet! I've only covered about miles but so far but up to now I'm extremely
impressed! This is the best handling bike I've ever ridden and is a joy on 'B'roads with its
excellent WP suspension. I've also tried some 'green lane' riding and have not fallen off as yet!
The bike came with panniers and a tank bag so I'm looking to tour Scotland and Ireland in
Strengths: Handling, first and foremost. Comfort is good, as is wind protection. Looks grow on
you quickly, lights are good too. No reliability problems so far - I had a long chat with the
previous owner and the service center- no reliability issues at all so far, the bike having now
covered miles. No fuel gauge. On the whole not too bad - clutch seal needed replacing - not
good on a hydraulic clutch, heavy bike to push! Also chain adjuster bolt seized, KTM dealer had
to re-drill the swing arm - Cheapr than a new swing arm. However, since then, happy biking.
Akropovic cans sound lovely. Clutch becomes stiff when hot. I bought this bike 6 months ago
and loved it from the off - great riding position miles in a week no problems , huge fun in the
twisties went past a R6 with my topbox on , lovely big v-twin noise. Then things started going
wrong. Oil light came on the morning after I got it back from the dealers in mid-Essex. They kept
it for a couple of days, then returned it saying there was no problem. Next day, same thing.
Headlight and spokes needed doing under warranty only because I found that out - the

dealership wouldn't have offered. The back brake stopped working, and as I couldn't be
bothered to send the bike off again, I asked for the bits to be sent to me so I could do it. That
took a week. Then it started overheating - after having it for 3 weeks they told me that it was the
water pump which took 3 weeks to fix. To top it all they offered me an sh1t trade-in against a
supermoto 'as it's had a few problems'. Can't wait to sell it. Weaknesses: All of that's useless
when it's sat in the workshop. A brilliant bike let down by arse reliability and a worse dealer
network. I might as well have a Ducati. For a bike that's meant to be 'Enduro' it's anything but.
Now done miles January since new, got the bike mid October Given it's pedigree, it's a complete
let down. Constant problem with back break, slow speed breaking the break howls and vibrates
back thro the foot break lever, change of break pad cured this. The front break is now starting to
squeak and vibrate up thro the forks when breaking. It nearly threw me off on a motorway
roundabout! Running like a sick dog at the moment, carbs, plugs, valves???? I would be
interested to hear from other KTM riders who have experienced similar problems, please email
me. Weaknesses: See my comments. First off the bike started to use coolant from the off, there
was no sign of coolant in the engine, but the coolant was going somwhere. Both cylinder head
gaskets were replaced under warranty and while this did not fix the problem immediatley, after 3
0r 4 more coolant top ups and a new clip on a radiator hose the coolant useage has now
stopped. However last week while the bike was parked up after ride out Approx 5mins after I had
got of the bike The fuel tank ruptured on the right hand side, dumping petrol everywhere, Scary!
The bike has never been dropped so I can only conclude that a weak spot in the plastic tank
burst under pressure, Again KTM replaced the fueltank under warranty getting a replacement
tank there the next day and the dealer Colwyn Bay motorcycles were excellent in fitting the new
tank and opening up just so as I could pick up the bike. Apart from all this the bikes great when
it works miles so far Oh and I appear to have a small fuel leak at the moment back we go! This
bike makes me smile everytime I ride it. It has covered 17, mile is used in all weather all year and
I am still smiling. Can I praise it anymore - not really it is an excellent all rounder I have no
doubts about any aspect of the bike and would happily ride it anywhere anytime, The best all
round bike I have owned in the last 28yrs of riding it beats them all as an everything bike.
Upgraded pipes and re-jetting improve things in the engine department but its hard to improve
anything else on the bike. KTM Heppco adventure luggage is excellent if a little limited on room.
Strengths: Road presence, forgiving handling, superb engine, build quality, usability and
reliability. I bought mine with 17 inch road wheels and BT's. I had the Duke LC4 before this and
thought the would have everything that the smaller bike lacked. I was not wrong. The power and
handling are first class and as everyone says, you can blitz a lot of sports bikes ridden by the
guys pretending to be road racers. Seat was very sore on the arse so I had it rebuilt for quid.
Now the bike is perfect. I really can't fault it. I have owned and ridden lots of bikes since I
started biking many years ago, but this one is the most satisfying so far. Fast, safe fun.
Strengths: Puts a smile on my face everytime I open the garage door. It has a unique look that I
love. Quality engineering and high class fittings. Easy to push aroud. Huge fuel range. Nice and
narrow - no "sticky-out" ugly BMW type cylinders so it is great in heavy traffic. Weaknesses: OK
the exhaust does get hot - I will fit akropovics when I get some cash. Seat is hard but new ones
seemingly have a gel filled seat. I got mine redone and its fine. A B road blaster that will
anihalate most things, fully adjustable white power suspension front and rear, Brembo brakes
front and rear, stainless lines as standard,a free reving dry sumped V Twin, saddle bag tanks for
low centre of gravity making it very flickable, seat hard but fitted gel pack in the seat, problem
cured. Weaknesses: The heat from the underseat exhausts on a sunny day is tremendous, how
anyone can ride something like this in a desert is beyond me, you can heat up a ginsters pasty
under the seat. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 18 images. View bikes for
sale. Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Model history KTM Adventure introduced.
Engine 3 out of 5 Engine is Jerky on and off the throttle. Equipment 3 out of 5 Best feature is
riding position and height. Engine 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5. Equipment 4 out of 5.
Engine 4 out of 5. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Equipment 3 out of 5. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5.
Equipment 5 out of 5. When it works, which is rarely 17 September by sarmonkey. Engine 1 out
of 5. Tall Summary of owners' reviews. In , safety concerns over excessive speeds and the need
to increase manufacturer competition drove organizers to change the rules, effectively banning
big V-twins. KTM capitalized on its dirt heritage, making its new creation light by big adventure
bike standards dry weight of pounds, compared to pounds for a BMW Adventure , powerful
horsepower versus 85 for the BMW , and capable of eating up rocks, ruts or bad pavement with
9 inches of suspension travel at each end, or The original race bike that started it all, the KTM
Rally, had a lot in common with the production model. With enclosed bodywork and twin gas
tanks, the KTM Adventure had the sleek, angular look of a rally-racing bike. As it turns out,
much of what works on a rally bike also works on an adventure bike. The fairing provided good

weather and wind protection, a inch front wheel allowed riders to roll over obstacles both on
and off road, and the fully adjustable suspension meant you could soften things up for the
street or stiffen them up for the dirt. It was also a great street bike. The tall, narrow layout of the
bike meant you could achieve sport-bike lean angles in the twisties, and the degree V-twin had
enough grunt for low second quarter miles and mph on the top end. Physically, the bike was big
enough to carry two people and luggage, making it a suitable touring mount as well. With seat
heights from Gas mileage was never great. Though the bike carried 5. Build quality on the
earlier bikes was spotty. There were many little items that required dealer attention such as
cylinder head nuts coming loose, chain guides coming off, clutch slave cylinders failing, gas
tank decals bubbling, etc. At times it seemed like KTM was still working out the prototype bugs
with the production bikes. Even changing the oil requires stripping off significant bodywork.
During its year run, the grew to a CCs, actually , got ABS brakes and fuel injection, and came in
some pretty cool color schemes. But its race-bike character never really changed. It was always
a big adventure bike capable of taking riders just about anywhere at a fast pace. The original
KTM Adventure was produced until Years produced: Adventure: to ; Adventure: to He quit for
the better part of a decade to raise a family, then rediscovered adventure, dual sport and enduro
riding in the early s. Still the best true hardcore adventure bike out there. Everyone is
scrambling to re create this bike today-only with less power and race pedigree. I have the 13
baja and its a maintenance f-ing hell. Bolts are constantly coming off. Very buzzy vibrating
machine. Always putting money into it and the mechanic told me to sell it. After laughing in his
face i told him the good out weigh the bad. Connect With Us. Published on A powerful V-twin
engine and sporty handling make the KTM Adventure a blast to ride on twisty asphalt. Issues To
Watch For: Water pump shaft seal failures allowing coolant to contaminate engine oil. Though
this was primarily on early models, KTM recommended replacing water pump shaft seals as part
of the scheduled maintenance on all years. Look for milky or discolored oil. Leaking head
gaskets on and models. Look for oil stains around the cylinder base. This was addressed with
updated head nuts. Bubbling gas tank decals on s. Clutch slave cylinder failures on all models.
Improperly torqued clutch pressure plate bolts from the factory on and models. Can destroy the
clutch cover. Make sure the bolts have been checked. Fuel pump failures on to carbureted
models. Twitchy, uneven throttle response and stalling on to fuel-injected models. Experience
the Pacific Northwest at the Touratech Rally Yet these Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Connect With
Us:. Popular Stories. Top Moto Tours. Upcoming Events Connect with us:. Following the
success of our previous blog comparison of the KTM Adventure vs. How does it stack up
against the rival KTM though? While the FGS feels like a great bike for the most part, many
riders have noted a strange shaking that occurs at highway speeds, even on smooth pavement.
Although difficult to diagnose at first, this shaking, which feels like a bent front wheel or brake
rotor, is actually wind hitting their shoulders in syncopation. Fully fueled with sidecases and
luggage strapped on though, this bike can definitely feel strangely balanced. KTM Adventure
â€” As if the reigns of an Arabian horse are in your hands, the tall, athletic, and powerful
machine beneath you just begs to be riddenâ€¦and ridden hard. Dry weights are lbs. BMW FGS
â€” With smooth power delivery from the bottom on up, the parallel-twin cc power plant seems
a perfect match for the rest of the bike. With 85 fuel-injected horsepower, this should be more
power than any rider ever needs. The LC8 engine has also improved power delivery in the low
revs, while it forcefully twists up to rpms and over hp at the crankshaft. Still, the bike offers
agility from left to right, both in the dirt and on the pavement. Granted, we see some tough
terrain, potholes, rocks, and ridges and can either swap out the wheel during the tour, or just
ride with a minor dent no problem. Seems that even slight bouncing of the front end over
bumps on pavement will send that ABS-pulsing through to the front brake lever, making you
wonder if you would have stopped faster without the ABS on. Not a big dealâ€¦but most of us
prefer engine noise to clanging brake sounds. Both bikes come equipped with ABS these days,
which statistically is improving motorcycle safety everywhere. Which is okay, but some riders
want more challenging terrain! The BMW's suspension sets up pretty well for most riders, but a
lack of adjustability on the forks might have some riders concerned, as the original offering
from BMW is quite soft, and street oriented. Standard pre-load and rebound adjustments in the
rear allow you to work with your cargo situation a bit, but how this matches up with the forks
might be an issue for aggressive riders on off road terrain. With compression, preload and
rebound adjustment options built in both front and rear, you can tune this bike to your liking
and really make an off-road warrior out of it. The BMW â€” An important part of motorcycle
ownership is the connections you make with other people and experiences that stem from
riding with them. BMW is the reigning king here with a wide range of clubs, group rides, and
rallies worldwide. The undisputed king of enduro and rally racing across the globe, other KTM
riders will instantly lend a hand to their non-racing friends donning orange. Some speculation

points to the voltage regulator, and the fact that it might be overheating, starving the fuel pump
of voltage, and thereby shutting the engine down. The KTM â€” Still a top-quality motorcycle
across the setup, the only major issue we routinely hear about are the fuel pumps, especially in
situations where the octane and quality are low. Unlike our comparison of the RGS and the
Adventure, these bikes are much more similar in terms of how they ride and the type of riding
they should be used for. Always keep in mind that your best means of test riding one of these
bikes might be on one of our motorcycle tours or motorcycle rentals , so be sure to contact
RIDE Adventures about reserving your next amazing adventure! KTM Adventure: Which bike is
better? Posted by Eric Lange on March 21, Latest Posts. Start Your Reservation Process Now.
Contact Us! Book Your Trip Now! With the prices of new adventure bikes continuing to rise,
owning the latest model can put a serious strain on the family budget. For the first, we had to
pick the KTM Adventure, the bike that just missed the boat to global stardomâ€¦. The pair take
their proposal to KTM and the marketing men think it sounds like a great project to get involved
with. Motorcyclists from California to Canberra are inspired to buy an adventure bike and clearly
the only option is a KTM. It was newly developed, beautifully balanced, relatively light and fully
equipped for adventure from its large tank to the easy-to-mend chain drive and conventional
suspension. KTM had won the previous three Dakar rallies before the series and knowledge and
technology gleaned from those wins was written through the big V-twin like a stick of Blackpool
rock â€” no wonder McGregor and Boorman wanted this machine on the team. But we decided
to take a step back and seek out a and look at just what made this platform so good first time
round. The original bike, the Adventure was launched back in , and was subsequently upgraded
to in when the fuel injected motor from the Super Duke was added. Barring a few cosmetic
changes in the intervening years, the managed another six years in production until being
eventually discontinued in when the was launched. I know â€” I was selling them! Not wanting
to go back too far and start looking at a over fifteen years old, we found a Adventure model at
AMS Motorcycles in Tewkesbury, just down the road from the ABR offices. The KTM on test was
an absolutely immaculate one owner bike. Looking at the condition, it would be easy to think it
had had little use in its eight-year life. But on the contrary, the bike was showing a staggering
47, miles on the clock, just slightly less than my own daily hack, a Yamaha TDM from way back
in At around 6, miles a year, this was clearly a machine that had been thoroughly used and
enjoyed, but then cleaned meticulously after! So how does the add up? Well, the bike runs a cc
degree V-twin motor, the top end of which is almost entirely hidden by the tank and lower
panels of the bodywork. The bike was originally fitted with a two into two exhaust system with
twin high mounted pipes exiting just below the seat and emitting a satisfying burble that
increased to a pleasing howl at full chat. Our bike had ditched the twin system and standard
airbox for a Rottweiler intake kit and a Rottweiler two into one conversion terminating in a
Yoshimura end can, the effect of the intake noise and exhaust turning the original burble to an
angry bark and the howl to an almost deafening scream at the top end. Unsociable, but oh so
good at the same time. Looking to ride the latest and greatest adventure bikes out there right
now? We have just the event for youâ€¦. With every major manufacturer in attendance, the
Adventure Bike Rider Festival is the place to visit. Pick up your tickets by clicking HERE.
Previous years have always sold out, and will be no different, so book today to avoid
disappointment. Power wise, the came from a time before we were obsessed with massive bhp
figures, so the on offer was plenty enough for everything from spirited riding to off-road
adventures. The intake kit and Yoshi pipe raised that a tad, taking this bike just over bhp when it
was last checked out on a dyno. In terms of torque, the V-twin does the business as expected,
the original bike putting out an impressive Nm, but the engine work on this one had made
appreciable gains â€” it feels like it could pull a train out of soft mud! Like its Dakar ancestors,
the Adventure runs a chrome-moly trellis frame with an aluminium sub-fame at the back.
Suspension at the front comes from chunky 48mm WP USD forks with adjustable pre-load that
deliver mm of travel. And what does this all weigh? Add in the But these are all just facts and
figures â€” what does the thing ride like and should you consider buying one? Well, the first
thing to note out on the road on the is just how well balanced the bike is from the get-go. The
large twin tanks that fill both sides of the bike look massive when off the bike, but once rolling,
the ergos are good and surprisingly narrow thanks to that V-twin motor. The second thing is
how incredibly crisp the motor feels â€” this bike has done the equivalent of riding round the
world twice and yet the engine feels as sharp as if it was coming up to its first service. There is
no upper valve train noise, the six-speed transmission is buttery and the clutch is still super
light after nearly 48, miles â€” incredible stuff. If you were worrying about buying a high mileage
KTM this bike knocks that worry right out of the water. Hitting the fast A roads to the north of
Evesham and burying the throttle, the takes off like a jet fighter, but sounds like a Lancaster
bomber. This is particularly evident off-road as the bike is a tad prone to cough stalling when

you are on the pegs and trickling the KTM through the tricky stuff. The crucial thing it does not
have is a fuel gauge which, given this bike is capable of setting off into the unknown with little
further preparation, seems a massive omission. Yes, the twin tanks look super cool and it feels
proper Dakar-like when you fill up one side then the other at the BP station, but once the juice
starts running low you can hardly peer in to see how much is left as you ride! The age of the
cockpit is also highlighted by the fact that the clear plastic on the face of the dials had gone a
bit milky on this bike â€” a replacement unit would freshen things up a great deal. That aside,
the stripped-back look to the dials takes it back to the information you actually need when
riding, before we realised we needed to be told the air temperature and reminded of our tyre
pressures while we listened to Radio 2 on Bluetoothâ€¦. With its uncluttered bars, minimal
switchgear and neat clutch and brake perches topped by hydraulic reservoirs, the feel of the
riding position and bar dimensions is very much like my own EXC and this familiarity makes the
immediately likeable. The saddle is on the firm side of the spectrum but, being a KTM, that is to
be expected. In terms of handling, the Adventure is a revelation too and compares very
favourably to models. The suspension is in the same camp too, with a sparsity of adjustment
and options but which still combine to make a beautifully competent and confidence inspiring
ride, whether on blacktop or fire roads. The off-road handling also reveals just why McGregor
and Boorman wanted this bike for their round the world jaunt. I found some nadgery byways
just to the south west of Stratford on Avon and the bike is super stable and planted even when
the going gets sketchy. The standing position is great, putting your head fully over the
headstock, and the footpeg to bar to seat position works well. Look no further. Safe riding! At
slow speeds, the largely enclosed motor does get a bit hot under the collar but the radiator fan
cuts in and out as required to get the temperature back down again. The back brake was fine
with its smaller mm disc and dual pot caliper and the ABS at both ends is great to have, even if I
never actually had to apply the anchors enough to call on the system. The answer has to be a
resounding yes â€” the KTM Adventure is still an astoundingly good motorcycle and a solid
buy. I may have only had the bike for a short while, but I loved the combination of the beautifully
balanced chassis and the strong motor. This bike could have been loaded up then and there for
a transcontinental trip, with no more preparation than filling the tanks and slinging your
passport into the cubby hole on the tank. Reviews See All. Yamaha Tracer Review. Features See
All. First look: Updated Royal Enfield Himalayan for TomTom Routes See All. Ride this stunning
motorcycle route through the Brecon Beacons. Explore the south-east of England on this
one-day motorcycle route. Explore Northern Ireland with this two-day motorcycle route. Who
Are We? KTM Adventure review. Author: Julian Challis Home. Motorcycle Reviews. High Roller
Not wanting to go back too far and start looking at a over fifteen years old, we found a
Adventure model at AMS Motorcycles in Tewkesbury, just down the road from the ABR offices.
Used and enjoyed At around 6, miles a year, this was clearly a machine that had been
thoroughly used and enjoyed, but then cleaned meticulously after! Love adventure bikes? We
have just the event for youâ€¦ With every major manufacturer in attendance, the Adventure Bike
Rider Festival is the place to visit. Plenty of power Power wise, the came from a time before we
were obsessed with massive bhp figures, so the on offer was plenty enough for everything from
spirited riding to off-road adventures. Road trip Well, the first thing to note out on the road on
the is just how well balanced the bike is from the get-go. Stripped back dash The age of the
cockpit is also highlighted by the fact that the clear plastic on the face of the dials had gone a
bit milky on this bike â€” a replacement unit would freshen things up a great deal. That aside,
the stripped-back look to the dials takes it back to the information you actually need when
riding, before we realised we needed to be told the air temperature and reminded of our tyre
pressures while we listened to Radio 2 on Bluetoothâ€¦ With its uncluttered bars, minimal
switchgear and neat clutch and brake perches topped by hydraulic reservoirs, the feel of the
riding position and bar dimensions is very much like my own EXC and this familiarity makes the
immediately likeable. Handling is a revelation In terms of handling, the Adventure is a revelation
too and compares very favourably to models. Looking for weekend riding inspiration? What
more do you want from an adventure bike? Type to search or hit ESC to close. Remember Me.
Sign In. Lost password? Create an account. A password will be emailed to you. Fondly called a
travel Enduro, the KTM Adventure is a dual-sport bike made for the free-spirited explorer. It
sports a company-exclusive LC8 engine, superb ergonomics, and an aggressive, radical design.
No-fluff performance, precise throttle responsiveness, and well-thought-out power-to-weight
ratio are among the other tempting attributes of this purpose-built two-wheeler. Great for
touring and outdoor quests, it is one of the few bikes that can have the best of both worlds.
Discover more about the bike that pays homage to KTM and the art of off-roading. The KTM
Adventure is a dual-sport spin-off from the earlier KTM Adventure â€” a reliable,
high-performance on-and-off-road bike that allowed riders to feel the rush of a Dakar race while

bringing them safely home. Introduced to the public from to , the Adventure bike was designed
to be the meanest, sportiest-looking big thumper on the market. And this effort seemed to have
paid off, with only the Suzuki V-Strom trying to contend with the LC8 wheeler. All three trims of
the KTM Adventure were built to cruise on the highway and get dirty off-pavement. The base
and S models are not to be disregarded â€” you may be surprised to find yourself tiptoed while
on halt at a stoplight. The standard model, in particular, is comparable to a carbureted, jetted
KTM Adventure with FMF pipes but minus the taller suspension. Standard and R models differ
in suspension and horsepower. Whereas the Baja Edition produced hp and had white plastics,
handguards, and crash bars. Ultimately, you can tell the versions apart based on their finish,
suspension, power output, and accessories. It includes one-of-a-kind Baja graphics, orange
powder-coated frame, frame-color crash guards, Dunlop RR tires, tank, and rear waterproof
luggage bags, suede-style seats, aluminum-steel sprocket, and GPS base mount. Power mill
configuration remained almost unchanged. The only main differences between the first and
succeeding trims are gas mileage, power, and torque output. Manufacturer-recommended
Motorex Cross Power T4 oil tops the list. Take ambient temperature into consideration to ensure
you buy the right engine oil. The dual-sport bike has an electric starter system and requires a
12V Interestingly, the S model did not have ABS, but the rest of the models did. But instead of
the aluminum swingarm that allows But for shipping purposes, the measurements would be x x
70 cm after taking off the front wheel, handlebar, and windshield to reduce volume. You need
not worry if you do not want to dismantle parts of your bike, as cargo companies usually
measure and weigh bikes for dispatch. Chrome-Moly steel frames, aluminum sub-frames, and
plastic body material are characteristic of KTM Adventure bikes and the entire KTM motorcycle
line. For the Adventure series, however, the Austrian firm deviated a bit by also offering the
trims in blue and white. Likewise, the emergency off switch came standard with versions. The
high beam light is sufficient for cruising at 65 mph on the freeway, but the low beam does not
do as well, especially in rough weather conditions or rain. The orange glow from the dash does
not help either â€” it is best to have auxiliary lighting for visibility. A large tachometer fills the
majority of the space on the instrument cluster. You will also find a digital readout for
temperature, speed, and dual trip meters. An automatic trip reset activates when the low fuel
light comes on, letting you keep track of the distance traveled. A bright, orange backlight
illuminates these indicators at dark. Findings reveal that high heat, the small amount of fluid in
the system, and a single O-ring design piston seem to combine to cause the said failure. To fix
it, get a newly designed aftermarket replacement for your bike. Other professional outfitters
have also developed a better design spacer meant to cure the heat problem with the OEM clutch
slave. Replacing the clutch fluid regularly also prevents recurrences. No other checks are
required once the bolts have been inspected if bent or broken and re-torqued if needed. Loctite
is not necessary for these fittings. First resolved via a TSB, this issue resurfaced in some
Adventure models and once again addressed through a Recall Tech Bulletin issued in When
this occurs, either one or both of the screws holding the chain slide guard to the swingarm
loosens and backs out. The problem may result in locking up the chain and eventually the rear
wheel. Cleaning the faulty screws, reinstalling them with Loctite , and torqueing them to 10Nm
does the trick. Symptoms include a sudden transition from off to on throttle, stalling when
throttle shuts off over 5, RPM, and throttle engine shut down. Remedies include: installing G2
throttle cams, replacing the battery or tightening its loose cables, aftermarket workarounds, and
FI mapping updates. Poor running and stalling trace back more to a fuel-type issue rather than
the lack of upkeep for the bike. Ethanol-blend fuels used in some parts of the world are known
to clog fuel filters. Other known issues, such as wiring and immobilizer problems, have yet to be
permanently resolved. For wiring problems, owners should inspect that the harness has
sufficient slack and make sure to re-route those that seem to bind. For immobilizer
malfunctions, some enthusiasts suggest using a KTM Adventure ECU and ignition switch as a
workaround â€” although the Austrian manufacturer has never seconded this. Replacing the
Super Enduro as the frontrunner in the liter-class for off-road riding is a big shoe to fill. More so
is balancing it with on-road drivability. That said, you may notice some shortcomings on the
part of the Adventure. Fortunately, all it takes is a few tweaks here and there â€” and you will
get the most out of your KTM riding experience:. It began as a car repair shop in , went through
successes and bankruptcy, and re-established its
98 ford probe
96 chevy 1500 fuel pump
honda civic a13
elf in It has produced adventure-ready bikes built for sport and leisure and has not looked back
since. The KTM Adventure may have begun as a spin-off, but it has eventually held its own

through the course of its run. Its capability to perform beyond expectations both on pavement
and on dirt makes it a standout. In terms of aesthetics and high performance, it comes second
to none. Synonymous with hard work, the Kawasaki Mule has come a long way from its 1,class
predecessor. This multi-functional quad is no longer just for agricultural applications. Through
the years, This wheeler was Polaris' Skip to content. Trims All three trims of the KTM Adventure
were built to cruise on the highway and get dirty off-pavement. Here is a sneak-peek into the
famed and unrivaled off-roading bike:. Continue Reading. Liquid, permanent circulation of
cooling liquid through water pump. Friction bearings 2 main bearings, 1 supporting bearing.
Tubular Chrome-Molybdenum steel space frame, aluminum sub-frame.

